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Dear esteemed members
We hope you are having a wonderful day!
We present the 4th edition of our newsletter for Q2 / 2019 and as previously,
our aim is to provide you with updates on developments of the association,
ongoing activities, as well as the latest information on this rapidly evolving
industry. In addition, this newsletter will also feature upcoming events, ticket
promotions and many more!

Organizational Updates
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1. Membership In ux
We continue to assemble passionate and respected members of the Malaysian
blockchain and cryptocurrency ecosystem. As of 30 June 2019, we have
120 members composed of corporates, individuals/professionals and students.
2. Review of Subcommittees
During our previous AGM, we have elected to form subcommittees so we may
garner member contributions from speci c niches such as marketing, legal,
mining, etc. Fast forward, the resulting level of engagement within these
subcommittees have been mixed; some are active while others are dormant.
There are myriad contributing factors, however on balance this a healthy data
point. We are currently reviewing the amount and scope of our subcommittees,
communication channels, available resources, and supervision. By the next AGM,
we hope to present proposed improvements to our current subcommittees
arrangement for the bene ts of our member.
3. 11th Committee Meeting & Working Exercise by Coach Murphy
Coach Murphy is our esteemed member with vast experience consulting many
Malaysian NGOs and SMEs on organizational strategy. He has graciously
conducted a session on a structured approach for establishing a Vision and
Mission statement for our association.
After many hours of fruitful debate, we have landed on the following for the
interim:Vision: "A future where enterprises realize utility, consumers enjoy liberty and
technologists embrace professional creativity"
Mission: "Advocating utility, liberty, and creativity for Malaysian enterprises,
consumers and technologists"
Admittedly we are hardly literary experts, so let us know what you think! We
would like to put some options to vote on at the next AGM.
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Development Update Q2 - 2019
1. Podcast Series with eFM
We are delighted to have a partnership with the Global Entrepreneurship
Movement Society (GEMA) and have co-created their podcast series at eFM
radio station together with our corporate members. Our president, Mr.Rene
Bernard explained about our association, blockchain and how this
disruptive technology impacts Malaysia in the introductory podcast episode.
Corporate members joined to share their insights; among them are businesses
such as BLOCKLIME, HELLOGOLD, SINEGY and more. To view the full episodes
of podcasts, click here.

2. Meetings with the Securities Commission (SC) in getting feedback on the
regulations that have been enforced recently
26 March 2019 - Meeting with Securities Commission (SC) Malaysia. Exco
Members from Access Malaysia (Aaron, Colbert, Adam) and Celebrus Advisory
(our corporate members Edmund and Caleb) attended a knowledge sharing
meeting in regards to the SC's Public Consultation Paper (No. 1/2019) for the
proposed regulatory framework for the issuance of digital assets through initial
coin offerings (ICOs). Edmund from Celebrus Advisory proposed a framework for
regulating ICOs based on securities laws while Caleb (Celebrus Advisory)
provided an overview of the different token protocols commonly used by ICOs.
03 April 2019 - Second batch of consultation group with SC Malaysia. A group of
associates led by Rene Bernard discussed ICO Consultation Papers and provided
industry insights to policymakers. Members present consist of representatives
from the crypto exchange industry.

3. World Bank - IOSCO Conference
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ACCESS (MY) attended the World Bank session at the Securities Commission's
Headquarters on Islamic Finance and Inclusion in April 2019.

4. Al Sharq Youth 5th Annual Conference 2019
On 1st May 2019, ACCESS MY was invited to participate in the much
anticipated Alsharq Youth Conference 2019 KL for the rst time in Malaysia.
ACCESS MY President, Mr. Rene and ACCESS (MY) Operations
Manager/Coordinator, Ms. Sasha was honored to deliver a talk at the Spotlight
Session where Mr. Rene talk about the topic of Blockchain - One hype or hope?
Meanwhile, Ms. Sasha conveyed information about ACCESS to the public during
their launchpad session later that day.

5. Discussion on the website revamp
ACCESS will convert our old website into a new one that has a fresher design,
with more content and looks more engaging. This will take place soon and we
will notify everyone once the new website has gone live. Isaac (valued
subcommittee members) have been very active in providing support for our
website reform. If you need any freelance web dev work, you can get in touch
with him at his LinkedIn at IsaacLim or visit his site isaaclim.work
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6. Malaysia Domestic Trade and Consumer Forum
ACCESS (MY) President, Mr. Rene attended the event organized and handled by
one of our prestigious corporate members; the International Strategy Institute
(ISI) on 28 May 2019. We hope that similar cross-NGO support work can produce
a more robust ecosystem.

7. TEAMZ Blockchain Asia Summit 2019
Sasha and ACCESS (MY) intern, Diana attended this event last June, hosted
by Teamz Blockchain Summit Asia 2019 to represent VIP tickets on behalf of
ACCESS. They are there as a participant and to watch all blockchain and crypto
projects that are happening all over the world.

8. ACCESS NIGHT CRAWL 2019
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On 19 June 2019, we successfully organized an event called "ACCESS NIGHT" in
conjunction with Malaysia Tech Week 2019 (MTW). This event is speci cally held
so that we can all be involved and get to know other members, taking your
opinions and suggestions and engaging in fruitful discussion. We will continue to
organize similar events periodically, so be sure not to miss the next round!

Additional Posting - event invitation/articles/industry information
(assigned by members of ACCESS MY)
1. Singapore Fintech Festival 2019 (SFF)
ACCESS (MY) is proud to be a supporting organization this year at the Singapore
Fintech Festival 2019 where this event will take place at Singapore EXPO from 11
- 15 November 2019. There will be Early Bird prices and special subsidized rates
for those coming from ASEAN countries (except Singapore). Get your tickets
through our link below and get your subsidized price by register today!
REGISTER NOW
About SFF: The world’s largest FinTech festival 2019 edition is back in Singapore
on 11-15 Nov! Attended by 45,000 participants from 130 countries in 2018, the

event brings together key executives and decision-makers from global nancial
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institutions and corporates, start-ups and unicorns. This year, the festival
features FinTech Conference & Exhibition, FinTech Awards, Global FinTech
Hackcelerator Demo Day, Global Investor Summit and Innovation Lab Crawl. Get
plugged into this leading platform where you can accelerate dialogues within the
FinTech community, explore opportunities and gain access to the latest
innovations and developments in the market.
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2. The Blockchain Train: Accelerating the Blockchain Adoption
ACCESS (MY) President, Mr.Rene will give a speech on the title "The Role of
ACCESS Malaysia in Blockchain Adoption", Ms. Sasha will be there as well. This
event will take place on 15 August 2019 at Menara LGB TTDI, Kuala Lumpur. So
come and meet us in person and inquire us about the association and learn
about the role of ACCESS in the ecosystem.
The program will be revealing of a few interesting topics that comprise of what
bene ts can Accelerating the Blockchain Adoption have for the nation? Would
delaying it from becoming mainstream be a safer strategy? How different is the
impact for large corporations and small SME's?
With complimentary F&B during the networking session
LIMITED SEATS. REGISTER NOW

https://www.facebook.com/ACCESSmalaysia

info@access-my.org
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